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Abstract

When a sound occurs at a predictable time, it gets processed more efficiently. Predictability of the temporal structure of acoustic
inflow has been found to influence the P3b of event-related potentials in young adults, such that highly predictable compared to
less predictable input leads to earlier P3b peak latencies. In our study, we wanted to investigate the influence of predictability on
target processing indexed by the P3b in children (10–12 years old) and young adults. To do that, we used an oddball paradigm
with two conditions of predictability (high and low). In the High-predictability condition, a high-pitched target tone occurred
most of the time in the fifth position of a five-tone pattern (after four low-pitched non-target sounds), whereas in the Low-
predictability condition, no such rule was implemented. The target tone occurred randomly following 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 non-target
tones. In both age groups, reaction time to predictable targets was faster than to non-predictable targets. Remarkably, this effect
was largest in children. Consistent with the behavioral responses, the onset latency of the P3b response elicited by targets in both
groups was earlier in the predictable than the unpredictable conditions. However, only the children had significantly earlier peak
latency responses for predictable targets. Our results demonstrate that target stimulus predictability increases processing speed
in children and adults even when predictability was only implicitly derived by the stimulus statistics. Children did have larger
effects of predictability, seeming to benefit more from predictability for target detection.

Research highlights

• We investigated how predictability of auditory stimuli
(high vs. low) influences target processing in young
adults and children.

• We found reaction time benefits in both age groups
(High < Low predictability) with a larger effect in
children.

• The event-related P3b onset latency was earlier for
highly predictable targets in both age groups; its peak
latency was only modulated in children.

Introduction

Expectation of a stimulus event influences target detec-
tion (Miniussi, Wilding, Coull & Nobre, 1999; Nobre,

Correa &Coull, 2007; Posner, 1980). Explicit expectation,
induced by cueing a stimulus (Posner, 1980) or by the
regularity in stimulus presentation (Nobre et al., 2007;
Summerfield & Egner, 2009), has been shown to have a
facilitative effect on target detection, resulting in faster
reaction times and higher hit rates. Neural bases of
explicit cueing have been intensively investigated using
event-related brain potentials (ERPs), confirming prefer-
ential processing for cued targets (Mangun & Hillyard,
1991; Schr€oger &Eimer, 1997). Preferential processing for
a target stimulus can also be set up by implicit expecta-
tions. However, much less is known about the influence of
implicit expectations on target processing and even less is
known about how these processes develop during child-
hood. The current study tested effects of implicit expec-
tations on target detection comparing school-aged
children with a group of adults as a mature control. We
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tested the hypothesis that implicit expectations would
similarly increase efficiency of target detection, and that
this facilitation would be observed during childhood.
Thus, the current study set up implicit expectations via
stimulus regularities in the sound sequence and measured
target responses with ERPs.
Implicit rule learning is reflective of sensitivity to

stimulus patterns and repetitions. The regularities in the
acoustic signal (e.g. statistical probabilities of transi-
tions) are thought to contribute to linguistic and non-
linguistic pattern perception (Saffran, Johnson, Aslin &
Newport, 1999). However, it is not well understood how
children implicitly learn and utilize information con-
tained in the auditory signal. A central aim of the current
study was to assess how automatic rule learning
contributes to task performance during child develop-
ment. To test the influence of structural sound regularity
on target detection, we set up implicit expectations
through stimulus regularity. Targets occurred pre-
dictably, but the predictability of the target was not
made explicit to participants. Thus, information about
stimulus predictability that could affect the efficiency of
target processing would have to be obtained implicitly by
the listener, through repetition of sound regularities of
the input. In two conditions of stimulus predictability
(high and low predictability) we assessed target detection
efficiency using behavioral measures (reaction time [RT],
hit rates [HR], and false alarm rates [FAR]) and
neurophysiologic indices (P3b component of ERPs).
Effects of implicit cueing similar to those observed with
explicit cueing would be determined by faster RT, higher
HR, lower FAR, and faster or larger peak amplitude P3b
responses in the high vs. low predictability conditions.
The P3b component (Sutton, Braren, Zubin & John,

1965) is an attention-related, non-modality specific ERP
component, which is elicited by task-relevant stimuli
(Polich, 2007). The P3b component is elicited in children
in a similar way as in adults, and has been reliably used
in many developmental studies to index attentional
processes associated with target detection (e.g. Courch-
esne, 1978; Johnstone, Barry, Anderson & Coyle, 1996;
Pearce, Crowell, Tokioka & Pacheco, 1989; Pfueller,
Oelkers-Ax, Gmehlin, Parzer, Roesch-Ely et al., 2010;
Ruhnau, Wetzel, Widmann & Schr€oger, 2010; Sussman
& Steinschneider, 2009; Wetzel & Schr€oger, 2007). The
P3b component is quite robust in school-aged children
and is therefore an ideal candidate to investigate
integrative processes related to task-relevant stimuli.
Specifically, the latency and amplitude of the P3b was
used to index an advantage in processing predictable
compared to unpredictable sounds in both children and
adults; and to assess whether adults utilize implicit
learning cues to a lesser or greater extent than children.

Targets occurring in highly predictable (and isochro-
nous) sound sequences elicit earlier P3b peak latencies
than targets occurring in less predictable (and non-
isochronous) sequences (Schmidt-Kassow, Schubotz &
Kotz, 2009), where regularity was established by the
rhythm of the sound presentation. Schmidt-Kassow
et al. (2009) argued that the human nervous system
entrains to temporally predictable stimuli, thereby
enhancing stimulus processing, which accounts for the
earlier P3b latency. In other words, when the occurrence
of a stimulus can be expected, the system prepares for the
input and processes the stimulus faster (Sussman,
Winkler & Schr€oger, 2003). This is in agreement with
recent theories on entrainment as a mechanism of the
central nervous system to prepare for sensory inflow
(Lakatos, Karmos, Mehta, Ulbert & Schroeder, 2008;
Schroeder, Wilson, Radman, Scharfman & Lakatos,
2010) and reveals an intimate interaction between
prediction and attention (Schr€oger, Marzecov�a & San-
Miguel, 2015). In the current study, predictability was
established by repeating tone patterns within the
sequence (Figure 1). We used a version of an active
auditory oddball paradigm (Sussman, Ritter & Vaughan,
1998), in which a rare ‘oddball’ stimulus was defined as
the target and the frequently occurring ‘standard’ stimuli
were defined as irrelevant (e.g. Donchin, Heffley, Hill-
yard, Loveless, Maltzman et al., 1984). Predictability of
the target was manipulated by its probability of occur-
rence. Thus, effective utilization of implicit knowledge
would be demonstrated by an increase in target detection
efficiency in the highly predictable condition (e.g. faster
RT).
The mismatch negativity component (N€a€at€anen, 1995;

N€a€at€anen, Gaillard & M€antysalo, 1978) of ERPs was
also measured to assess when the infrequent stimuli were
detected as ‘deviants’, independently of target detection
responses (Scherg, Vajsar & Picton, 1989; Sussman
et al., 1998; Sussman, 2007).

Material and methods

Participants

Twenty-two right-handed participants took part in the
current study. Two participants’ data (one adult and one
child) were excluded due to extensive artifacts in the
EEG data (rejection rate > 50%). The final group
consisted of 10 adults (five female, aged 23 to 35,
M = 30) and 10 children (four female, aged 10 years
8 months to 12 years 8 months; M = 11 years
8 months). All adult participants gave written consent.
All parents of the children gave written consent and
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children gave written and oral assent prior to testing. All
participants passed a hearing-screening (25 dB HL or
better at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz) and had no
reported history of neurological disease. All subjects
received a small payment for participation. The study
protocol was approved by the Internal Review Board of
the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, where the
experiment was conducted, and followed the code of
Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of
Helsinki).

Stimuli and procedure

Two conditions that differed in the predictability of the
auditory target were presented (Figure 1). In both
conditions, the subject’s task was to press a response
button to the higher frequency tone (‘target’: 988 Hz,
p = .2) and to withhold the response to the lower
frequency tones (‘standard’: 880 Hz, p = .8). In the
High-predictability condition, the target occurred every
fifth tone (e.g. LLLLHLLLLH) creating a five-tone
repeating pattern. In 20% of the patterns, the target
occurred in a different position (after two, three, five, or
six standard tones, i.e. 5% each, Figure 1A). Note that
this was a highly predictable condition, but not fully
predictable. Some deviations were included so that there
was not 100% predictability, and knowledge about the
stimulus regularity would have to be derived ongoing
throughout the sequence. In the Low-predictability
condition, all target positions were equiprobable (20%)
randomly occurring after two, three, four, five, or six
standards (Figure 1B). Sounds were 50 ms in length,

including 5 ms rise/fall time, presented at 78 dB(A) with
a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 720 ms via insert
earphones (E-A-RTONE 3A, Indianapolis, IN). The
High-predictability condition comprised 128 regular
patterns, and four of each of the other patterns presented
in two blocks of approximately 4.5 min each. The Low-
predictability condition comprised 120 of each pattern
presented in 10 blocks of approximately 3.5 min each.
The experimental session, excluding breaks, was 47 min.

Electroencephalogram (EEG) recording and data
processing

EEG recordings were acquired using a Neuroscan
Synamps amplifier (Compumedics Corp., El Paso, TX)
with a 32-channel electrode cap using a 0.05–100 Hz
bandbass and a 500 Hz analog-to-digital conversion rate
in an electrically shielded room with participants seated
comfortably. Electrodes were placed according to the
international 10–10 system (Chatrian, Lettich & Nelson,
1988). Two additional electrodes were placed at the left
and right mastoids (LM and RM, respectively). The
electro-oculogram (EOG) was recorded using two bipo-
lar montages. Vertical EOG was monitored with elec-
trodes attached above (FP1) and below the left eye.
Horizontal EOG was monitored using F7 and F8
electrodes. The reference electrode was placed at the tip
of the nose, and the ground used was at P09.

EEG data analysis was carried out using the EEGLAB
toolbox (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) implemented in
Matlab (Mathworks Natick, MA). The EEG data were
filtered off-line with a bandpass of 0.5–25 Hz (finite

Figure 1 Schematic of the Stimulus Paradigm: In the High-predictability condition (A) a five-tone pattern was presented in 80% of
the trials (green colored boxes), patterns containing a different amount of standards occurred in only 20% of the trials (orange
colored boxes). In the Low-predictability condition (B) all patterns had equal probability. The target stimulus was the higher
frequency (988 Hz) tone (dark grey).
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impulse response, Kaiser window, Kaiser b = 5.653,
1211 points). Epochs were �100 to 500 ms time-locked
to the stimulus onset (target or standard separately) and
baseline corrected to the prestimulus period. Epochs
containing a signal change greater than 120 lV were
excluded.
To compare effects of predictability, we analyzed the

target response following four standard tones in both
conditions. Thus, the same five-tone patterns (LLLLH)
from each condition were analyzed for statistical com-
parison. In the Low-predictability condition the five-
tone patterns occurred with equal probability to the
other patterns occurring within the block, whereas in the
High-predictability condition the five-tone patterns
occurred most frequently (80% of the patterns).
Voltage and scalp current density (SCD) topographies

were computed for the target-minus-standard difference
waveforms of the five-tone patterns in both conditions.
SCDs were computed as the second spatial derivative of
the spherical spline interpolated potential distribution
(Perrin, Pernier, Bertrand & Echallier, 1989, 1990). The
maximum degree of the Legendre polynomials was
chosen to be 50, and the order of splines (m) was set
to 4. A smoothing parameter of k = 10�6 was applied.

Statistical analysis

Behavior

Correct responses (hits) were defined as button responses
made within 1000 ms of the target stimulus onset. False
alarms (FA) were defined as any button presses that were
not within 1000 ms of the target stimuli. The false alarm
rate (FAR) was estimated using a method suggested for
high event rate designs (Bendixen & Andersen, 2013):

FAR ¼ FA
TS=TR �NT

where TS is the total length of the sequence, TR is time-
window for hits and NT denotes the number of targets.
Behavioral responses (RT, HR, and FAR) were statisti-
cally assessed using mixed-model analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with the between-subjects factor of age
(adults; children) and the within-subjects factor of
predictability (High; Low). HRs and FARs were trans-
formed to rationalized arcsine units (rau) to account for
non-normality of proportion data (Studebaker, 1985).

ERP amplitudes

Mean MMN and P3b amplitudes were measured using a
time-window centered around the peak latency of the
MMN and P3b components obtained from the grand-

mean difference waveforms calculated for each subject
and each condition separately. The time-windows for the
amplitude analyses were derived from the difference
waves in each age group separately. The MMN time-
window was 110–150 ms in adults and 135–175 ms in
children. The P3b peak time-window was 310–370 ms in
adults and 340–400 ms in children. To test for anterior–
posterior distribution differences, mean amplitudes were
computed in three electrode clusters, a frontal (F3, Fz,
F4), a central (C3, Cz, C4), and a parietal cluster (P3, Pz,
P4). To test for the presence of significant MMN and
P3b components, the mean amplitudes elicited by High-
and Low-predictable standard and target ERPs were
compared separately in both age groups with studentized
t-tests for dependent measures. Mean amplitudes in the
MMN and P3b peak time-windows derived from the
difference waves of each subject were analyzed in mixed-
model ANOVAs comprising the between subject-factor
age (adults; children) and the within-subject factors
predictability (High; Low) and electrode cluster (frontal;
central; parietal)

ERP latencies

Peak latencies of the MMN and P3b components and
onset latency of the P3b were measured for each
individual and each condition separately, obtained from
the difference waveforms (Figure 4). MMN peak laten-
cies were defined as individual negative maxima in the
time-window of 100–200 ms at a frontal electrode cluster
(F3, Fz, F4) where the MMN was largest. P3b onset and
peak latencies were estimated in the time-window 200–
450 ms. P3b latencies were obtained from the mean of a
parietal electrode cluster (P3, Pz, P4), where the P3b was
largest. Latencies were estimated using a simplified jack-
knife approach (Smulders, 2010) with onsets defined as
point in time were one-fifth of the peak amplitude of the
jack-knifed sub-average waves was reached and peaks as
sub-average negative/positive maxima. Latencies were
statistically compared by calculating mixed-model ANO-
VAs comprising between-subjects factor age (adults;
children) and within-subjects factor predictability (High;
Low).
Greenhouse-Geisser corrections (Greenhouse & Geis-

ser, 1959) for sphericity were applied. The original
degrees of freedom are reported along with the Epsilon
correction coefficient and the corrected probabilities.
Significant main effects on factors comprising more than
two factor steps and all significant interactions were
followed up post-hoc. The significance level was set to
5%. The false discovery rate (FDR) correction was
applied in order to correct for multiple comparisons for
all post-hoc tests (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). As
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effect size measure we report the generalized eta-squared
(g2

G; Bakeman, 2005).

Results

Behavior

The behavioral data are presented in Figure 2.
There was no main effect of age on reaction time (F(1,

18) < 1 p = .947). There was a main effect of predictabil-
ity (F(1, 18) = 63.61, p < .001, g2

G = 0.163). Post-hoc

calculations showed faster responses for highly pre-
dictable targets (M = 290 ms, SD = 56) compared to less
predictable targets (M = 335 ms, SD = 53) regardless of
age. An age 9 predictability interaction was significant
(F(1, 18) = 10.16, p = .005, g2

G = 0.031). Post-hoc tests
showed that the interaction was due to a larger effect of
predictability (Low-minus-High) in children (M = 64 ms,
SD = 30) compared to adults (M = 27 ms, SD = 20)
(F(1, 18) = 10.16; pFDR ≤ .05).

There was a main effect of age on hit rate (F(1,
18) = 20.96, p < .001, g2

G = 0.426), with significantly
higher HRs in adults compared to children (M = 0.98,

Figure 2 Behavioral data: Mean reaction times (RT), hit rates (HR), and false alarm rates (FAR) for children and adults in both
predictability conditions. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Direct comparisons are shown for descriptive purposes:
n.s. – not significant, ** - pFDR < .01, *** < pFDR < .001.
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SD = 0.02 vs. M = 0.89 SD = 0.08). There was no main
effect of predictability on HR, and no interaction (F(1,
18) < 1, p = .37; F(1, 18) < 1, p = .51, respectively).
There was a main effect of age on the false alarm rate

(F(1, 18) = 4.89, p = .040, g2
G = 0.151), with significantly

lower FAR in adults compared to children (M = 0.005,
SD = 0.003 vs. M = 0.021, SD = 0.036). There was no
main effect of predictability on FAR, and no interaction
(F(1, 18) < 1, p = .50; F(1, 18) < 1, p = .55, respectively).

Event-related components

The ERPs and difference waveforms (target-minus-
standard) are displayed in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
The scalp voltage distribution (SP) and scalp current
density (SCD) of the ERP components are displayed in
Figure 5.

P3b component

A significant P3b was elicited in both age groups and
both predictability conditions at central and parietal

clusters (t(1,10) > 2.98, p < .015). The topographies
(Figure 5) show a parietal maximum in adults, which
seems to be more left-lateralized in the children. This
pattern is further explained by the SCDs, which revealed
an additional temporal source in children.
There was no main effect of age on P3b amplitude

(F(1, 18) < 1, p = .357) and no main effect of predictabil-
ity (F(1, 18) < 1, p = .445). There was a significant
main effect of electrode cluster (F(2, 36) = 15.40,
p < .001, g2

G = 0.138). Post-hoc tests showed more
positive amplitudes at central and parietal electrode
clusters compared to the frontal cluster (F(1,
19) = 74.43, pFDR < .001;
F(1, 19) = 15.79, pFDR < .010, respectively) but no dif-
ferences between the central and parietal cluster (pFDR >
.05). This confirms the central-parietal distribution of the
P3b. None of the interactions were significant (F < 1.36,
p > .27).
There was no main effect of age on P3b onset (F(1,

18) = 1.11, p = .31). Therewas a significant main effect of
predictability (F(1, 18) = 15.17, p < .001, g2

G = 0.278),
confirming an earlier onset of the P3b in the High-

Figure 3 ERP data: Mean grand-averaged ERPs for targets (red) and standards (blue) at frontal (F3, Fz, F4), central (C3,Cz,C4), and
parietal (P3, Pz, P4) electrode clusters for children and adults.
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(M = 239, SD = 31) compared to the Low-predictability
(M = 283, SD = 33) condition. The interaction was
not significant (F(1, 18) = 1.96, p = .179). Therefore,
both age groups show an earlier P3b onset with
predictability.

There was no main effect of age on P3b peak latency
(F(1, 18) < 1, p = .516). There was a significant main
effect of predictability (F(1, 18) = 34.31, p < .001,
g2

G = 0.397). This was due to an overall earlier peak
latency in the High- (M = 330 ms, SD = 32) compared to
theLow-predictability condition (M = 368 ms,SD = 27).
There was a significant age 9 predictability interaction
(F(1, 18) = 10.99, p = .004, g2

G = 0.211). Post-hoc tests
revealed that the interaction was due to earlier peak
latencies for the High- (M = 316 ms, SD = 31) compared
to the Low-predictability condition (M = 376 ms,

SD = 33) (F(1, 9) = 84.31, pFDR < .001) occurring only
in the children. No predictability difference was observed
for the peak P3b latency in adults (pFDR > .05).

Mismatch negativity

A significant MMN was elicited in both age groups (t
(1,9) > 3.45, p < .007), with typical fronto-central scalp
distributions in both age groups, and fronto-temporal
sinks and sources at the mastoids as indicated by the
SCDs (Figure 5).

There was a significant main effect of age on
MMN peak amplitudes (F(1, 18) = 7.65, p = .0128,
g2

G = 0.150), which was due to more negative amplitudes
in children compared to adults, and a main effect of
electrode cluster (F(2, 36) = 60.14, p < .001, e = 0.647,

Figure 4 Difference waveforms and P3b latency analysis. (A) Difference waveforms at frontal (F3, Fz, F4) and parietal (P3, Pz, P4)
electrode clusters that were used for the latency analysis. Highlighted in gray are the analysis time-windows for the MMN and P3b
amplitude.Horizontal black lines on the bottomof each line plot indicate the latency analysis time-windows forMMNandP3b.Vertical
lines show the RTs from the two predictability conditions. (B) Results of the P3b onset and peak latency analysis in both age groups and
predictability conditions. Adults show a P3b onset difference and children showboth an onset and a peak latency difference. TheMMN
showed no significant peak latency difference (data not shown). n.s. – not significant, ** - pFDR < .01, *** < pFDR < .001.
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g2
G = 0.241). There was no main effect of predictability

(F(1, 18) < 0.01, p = .944). A significant age 9 electrode
cluster interaction (F(2, 36) = 12.34, p < .001, e = 0.647,
g2

G = 0.065) was due tomore negativeMMNamplitudes
for children compared to adults at the frontal cluster (F(1,
18) = 16.59, pFDR < .010) but not at the central or
parietal clusters (pFDR > .05).
There was a significant main effect of age on MMN

peak latencies (F(1, 18) = 6.62, p = .019, g2
G = 0.137),

revealing an earlier MMN in adults (M = 131 ms,
SD = 26) compared to children (M = 159 ms, SD = 24).
Neither the predictability main effect (F(1, 18) < 1,
p = .480) nor the interaction was significant (F(1,
18) < 1, p = .675).

Discussion

The goal of the study was to investigate developmental
changes in implicit pattern processing influencing target

detection. As would be expected based on previous
literature, predictable targets were detected faster by
both children and adults. However, there was a smaller
effect of predictability in adults than in children. This
smaller predictability effect was also demonstrated
neurophysiologically in the latency of the P3b compo-
nent, as described below.

Deviance detection within the pattern

Consistent with previous studies, the MMN component
was not modulated by the strength of the predictability,
because the task required the listener to detect pitch
deviants irrespective of the patterned sequence (Suss-
man, 2013; Sussman, Winkler, Huotilainen, Ritter &
N€a€at€anen, 2002). That is to say, even if participants
noticed the five-tone pattern, the pitch detection task
drove the MMN response regardless of the regularity of
the sequence (Sussman et al., 2002). In addition, the
stimulus presentation rate was too slow for the five-tone

Figure 5 ERP component distributions: Scalp voltage potentials (SP) and scalp current densities (SCD) in both predictability
conditions and age groups for the MMN and P3b. Isolines are drawn at 1 lV and 0.1 mA/m3 steps, respectively.
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pattern to be automatically represented in memory and
thus MMN would be expected to be elicited as if there
were no task at all (Sussman et al., 2002; Sussman &
Gumenyuk, 2005; Sussman et al., 1998). There was an
expected age effect on MMN latency, with a significantly
earlier MMN peak latency in adults (Morr, Shafer,
Kreuzer & Kurtzberg, 2002).

Effects of predictability

Overall, adults were more accurate at detecting targets
and made fewer false alarms compared to children (i.e.
irrespective of predictability). High target predictability
significantly decreased RT in both age groups. This result
is consistent with the notion that expectation of a target
increases processing speed (Nobre et al., 2007; Summer-
field & Egner, 2009) and extends the finding to implicit
expectations (participants were not informed about the
predictability of the target tone) and to 10–12-year-old
children. Thus, results are consistent with our hypothesis
that implicit processing of stimulus regularities can
modulate the speed of target responses (both behav-
iorally and neurophysiologically).

There was, however, a difference in the effect of
predictability between children and adults. There was a
larger RT difference between predictable and less pre-
dictable targets, and both onset and peak latency
differences of the P3b component were observed in
children. In adults, only an earlier P3b onset response
was observed, with no peak latency difference. Moreover,
the P3b scalp topography differed between children and
adults. Thus, although both groups had faster responses
to target stimuli, showing implicit learning of the
predictability of the target stimulus, children seemed to
benefit more than adults from the predictable nature of
the stimuli when comparing between the low- and high-
predictable conditions. The greater gain afforded by the
predictability observed in children may be partly due to
worse performance for low-predictable targets, resulting
in longer responses than observed in adults. Alterna-
tively, it is possible that children were affected by the
deviant aspect of the target under low-predictability
conditions, the target being a distracting element (for
developmental distraction studies see Wetzel & Schr€oger,
2007; Wetzel, Widmann, Berti & Schr€oger, 2006), and
therefore the faster response with greater predictability
may have reflected less distraction by the ‘deviant’ tone.
It is also possible that the converse is true, that adults
were already responding faster than children, and thus
there may have simply been more room for improvement
in the children. However, this does not provide a full
explanation given that the children were as fast as the
adults in the high-predictability condition.

P3b latency reflected stimulus predictability and was
consistent with the behavioral results. The P3b compo-
nent onset latency was shorter in the high- than the low-
predictability conditions in both age groups. Moreover,
there was a significant P3b peak latency difference
between the predictability conditions but only in chil-
dren. That is, only in the child group was there a
significantly earlier P3b peak latency for the high-
compared to the low-predictability condition. This
indicates, as did the behavioral result, a greater benefit
from predictability in children compared to adults.

P3b amplitude, on the other hand, did not reflect
predictability differences. This is likely due to there being
no change in the overall probability of the target stimulus
between the low- and high-predictability conditions.
Taken together, the shorter P3b latency reflecting the
predictability of the stimuli, along with no P3b ampli-
tude difference, is consistent with the results of Fogelson,
Wang, Lewis, Kishiyama, Ding et al. (2009) who also
found faster RTs and peak latency of the P3b component
for a predictable target with no P3b amplitude difference
tied to target predictability. This similarity between
studies was found even though Fogelson et al.’s (2009)
participants had explicit knowledge of the target pre-
dictability, whereas participants in the current study had
only implicit knowledge of stimulus predictability.

Our results indicate a difference in the neural gener-
ators of the P3b elicited in adults and children. Note,
however, that within each age group, there was no
apparent difference in P3b scalp topography between the
high- and low-predictability conditions. The adults had a
typical maximum at parietal electrodes, whereas for the
children there was an additional focus at a right-
lateralized temporal location (Figure 5, SCD maps).
This additional contribution indicates a broader range of
activity engaged during decision-related target process-
ing involving auditory areas in the temporal cortex in
children, not necessarily related to predictability. P3
component scalp topography has been shown to be
dissimilar between children and adults in previous
studies (e.g. Ruhnau et al., 2010; Sussman & Stein-
schneider, 2009; Wetzel, Widmann & Schr€oger, 2011).

Conclusion

Although effects of predictability on stimulus processing
have been in the focus of recent research in adult
populations, few have addressed the issue of predictabil-
ity in the auditory system of children. Using a child-
appropriate modification of an oddball detection task
(Sussman et al., 1998), we found that implicit expecta-
tions induced by the auditory input facilitated target

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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detection, indexed by RT and P3b latency, in both
children and adults. Importantly, both behavioral and
electrophysiological measures showed that children ben-
efitted from implicit detection of predictable target
stimuli. Faster RT and shorter P3b latency demonstrated
faster target processing, consistent with previous studies
in adults for explicit target expectations (e.g. Fogelson
et al., 2009; Schmidt-Kassow et al., 2009). Our data thus
replicate earlier findings and extend them to implicitly
derived expectations in a younger age group. The current
results further indicate that children benefitted more
from predictability than did adults, as evidenced by both
an earlier onset and peak latency P3b for more
predictable compared to less predictable targets only in
children. The impact of implicit processing on target
detection provides new avenues of exploration in child
development, and may be pertinent to studies of audi-
tory learning.
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